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Abstract 
The Indian mutual fund Industry has witnessed a slew of changes initiated by Sebi with a view to protect the individual mutual 
fund   investor since 2009, beginning with the removal of the entry load.The distribution segment has witnessed changes leading 
to  development of new models. The Independent Financial Advisor (IFA) segment in particular has been deeply affected and has 
seen a substantial decline in the number of active IFAs. This paper traces the development of the IFA model in Indian context, 
discusses the model adopted by other distribution channels namely Banks currently. The paper further outlines a model for 
making the IFA segment sustainable. The paper analyses  primary data of IFA studies undertaken at two different points of time 
during the course of the last 3 years and thereby constitutes  an exhaustive research work for this segment. 
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1. Indian mutual fund industry background 
The origin of the Indian mutual fund (MF) industry can be traced to the establishment of UTI as a state 
monopoly in 1964. Over the years, the industry has  evolved  in to a high growth and competitive market due to the 
reforms impetus, economic conditions and favourable  demographics. Currently, as per AMFI reports for August 
2012, there are 44 Asset Management Companies (AMCs) managing a total AUM of INR 6.4 Trillion.   
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Current MF industry scenario & distribution structure:  As per published data this industry has witnessed a 
decline of 6.3% and 5.1% in FY11 and FY12.  Among the reasons attributed by industry experts are a slew of 
measures that the regulator SEBI has undertaken since July 2009 directed towards investor protection and 
transparency of industry operation.  Prominent among these include are the removal of entry load, introduction of 
stringent KYC norms, tightened valuation and advertising norms.  However Anagol et al (2013) further conducted a 
detailed study on the growth of mutual funds in India using Mutual Fund Registrar CAMS data in the pre and post 
implementation of the entry load ban reform.   Their analysis suggested that the low growth in mutual funds post the 
2009 ban on entry load was for reasons independent of the policy change, such as general move to other real asset - 
non financial classes namely gold and real estate following the 2008 financial crisis.   The flow into other asset 
classes is reflected using Government of India’s Public Account data available through the NCAER (2011) report.  
These are two contradictory viewpoints. In either case, the intermediary or the distributor in India has witnessed 
a fall in the Assets under management (AUM) and thereby impacting his revenue stream.   This paper presents the 
emerging distribution structure for mutual fund products in India with regards to the IFA.  
In India the distribution model that was being followed was that of intermediary selling directly to the customer 
and being remunerated by the manufacturer.  This advice was likely to be biased because the incentive came in from 
the product manufacturer purely as commission for sale and not from the customer on account of customer 
satisfaction. Stoughton, Wu and Fechner (2011) found that kickbacks to advisers from product providers were 
always associated with higher performance management fees and it negatively impacted fund performance. Inderst 
(2009) captures those regulations made the consumer market safer, but often led to unintended consequences of 
potentially stifling innovation.   The regulator SEBI rolled out a series of measures beginning 2009 to address this 
agency problem, and these are summarized in brief below.   
Summarising critical regulatory changes since 2009: 
x The entry load removal norms were the foremost of the changes initiated by Sebi in 2009.  It was geared towards 
protecting investor interest and bringing in more transparency in India’s Mutual Fund industry.    This regulation 
impacted both the investor and the distributor segment.    
x Introduction of the Know your distributor (KYD) process for Mutual Fund Distributor in August 2010 & Know 
your Customer (KYC) in December 2010.  As a measure to control fraudulent investment distribution, this 
regulation mandated distributor to submit his ARN card with address proof document to the registrar.  Under 
KYC norm, client’s address and identity proof was to be submitted and also risk based due diligence carried out 
while taking his investments.    
x Introduction of Transaction Charges & Process for Distribution of Mutual Fund Products: Sebi Vide circular 
dated August 22nd 2011, allowed charging of separate transaction charge of Rs.100 for investments above INR 
10,000/-. Investors could continue to pay directly to the distributor for services rendered and other factors.  For 
distribution of Mutual Funds by distributor, a classification of the distributor (based on parameters like AUM, 
commission received, geographical presence) and due diligence process outlined which was to be undertaken by 
AMC. It also mentioned that risk profiling of investors was mandated. It further classified customer relationship 
and transaction charges into Advisory & Execution only.    
x Steps to Re-energise the Mutual Fund Industry: The regulator on September 13th 2012 laid out steps comprising 
of allowing of additional Total Expense Ratio (TER) and Service Tax, Single plan structure for mutual fund 
schemes to initiate scheme consolidation, Direct channel option, introduction of newer cadre of distributors, 
investor education programmes by AMC amongst others.    These measures were primarily geared to bring in 
transparency and simplicity in the mutual fund distribution space.   
x Introduction of Direct Channel and Impact: Under the direct channel option the regulator   mandated,   1st 
January 2013 as the launch of Direct Plans by Asset Management Companies, which will offer the intelligent 
and large investor a direct investment platform at a saving of 50 to 75 bps.  In November’ 12, a number of large 
treasuries informed the distribution network of decision to invest through this platform January 2013 onwards.   
Discussion with industry experts ascertains that the IFA segment will see a decline in the number of investors 
through their code and thereby takeaway the trail commission also.  Foundation of Independent Financial 
Advisors (FIFA) made representation to AMFI in this regard, and was awaiting the intervention.      
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2. Changing trends in mutual fund distribution  
In India, mutual funds are distributed through four main channels: 
- Banks which includes Indian private banks,  public sector (PSU) banks and foreign banks 
- National distributors 
- IFAs 
- An emerging Direct Channel  
An analysis tabled by Shah et al (2010) of CAMS, a leading registrar who handles over 57% of the industry’s 
Assets under Management (AUM) had revealed the following distributor wise break-up in mutual fund distributor 
pie.   
 
Table 1 Distribution Channel 
Distributor Type Percentage 
Independent Financial Advisor 28% 
Banks 29% 
Large Distributor 36% 
Direct 6% 
Source: Shah et al., 2010 
 
This report further showed that for small IFAs (AUM < 1 Lac) there has been a fall from 6% in 2004 to 1% in 
2010 implying that either the IFAs merged with larger entities or shut down completely.  Mckinsey analysis 2011 
covering AMC data reconfirms this, stating that National or Large distributors have countrywide presence have 
witnessed highest growth in last 3 years, attributed to being beneficiaries of the IFA consolidation.   Their survey 
details are captured in figure below.  
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Source: Mckinsey Asset Management Survey 2011  
Figure  1  Trends  in Distributor Holdings 
. 
Research reports including numerous newspaper articles have captured the changing AUM trends in the industry 
and the IFA’s inability to move to the advisory model.    Here, for the first time an analysis of the Investment 
advisory model adopted across leading Banks in India after the Entry load was removed is tabulated.   Then, based 
on data collected from IFA’s in Sept 2011 and again in Dec ‘2012 through the existing IFA   model is illustrated and 
a sustainable   business model is proposed.    
 
3. Mutual fund distribution in banks  
Bank as a mutual fund distribution channel constitutes on an average 30% of the overall MF distribution 
business.  Banks services come with the intrinsic advantage of having a captive database of its savings and current 
account holders.   As can be seen from the Table 1.3 below, advisory structure is currently being implemented by a 
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number of Banks though largely Foreign Banks.   Hoffmann et al (2011) analysis of a German Bank’s data yielded 
that customers understanding of the relative service innovations led to his adoption of fee based advisory model.  
Reason for ease of implementation of   the Advisory Structure in Banks could be the simple implementation process 
of debiting client accounts based on one time written instruction of Auto Debit for advisory fees, which most Banks 
followed, and is a set practice in other geographies for MNC Banks.  The other channels namely National 
Distributors and IFAs do not have this advantage.    For implementing the Advisory model they will need to take 
separate instructions from clients or instruments of payments, which as per qualitative feedback received is difficult. 
Client is currently unwilling to pay the IFA / National Distributor fees.   Sebi guidelines state that intermediaries 
who do not charge for MF investments have followed the Agent Structure or the Execution Only approach wherein 
they would be reimbursed by the manufacturer in this case the AMC. Adaption of Advisory model requires that the 
advisor to be reimbursed only from the client and the AMC cannot pay him any brokerage or trail commissions.    
Data compilation of leading Indian Private, Public and Foreign Banks for Brokerages   is encapsulated in Table 3   
below.  This   captures the top 10 Banks who received brokerages in 2011-12 in descending order. The researcher 
contacted the attached list of banks separately for understanding their advisory model and the last column captures 
the Model that the Bank has adopted.  Advisory fees are recovered as Transaction or AUM based charges for Mutual 
Fund investments done through the Bank. The Bank’s pricing matrix varied as per the client’s relationship size, 
client segmentation as per the Bank classification   and was the main determinant of the advisory charge.   An 
investor selected the option that he wanted   to pay the Bank for availing these MF advisory services. Other products 
namely Insurance, Structured Products, Bonds, Gold had separate charging methodology.  The client total 
relationship  (AUM – Assets Under Management) is a sum total of all his investments viz Deposits, Mutual Funds, 
Bonds, Structured Products, Equity Shares etc. 
Foreign Banks in India clearly have been foremost in adopting the Advisory model for charging for investments.   
Debt Funds are not charged by most Foreign Banks excluding HSBC who charges 0.5% transaction fee for Debt MF 
also.  This is a logical progression for Foreign Banks in any country, considering their global reach and similar 
model implementation across some geographies example USA, UK and other markets.   Foreign Bank charges range 
from 0.5% to 2.5% and they adopted the practice immediately in August 2009, once the Sebi regulation got 
implemented.  
Indian Private Banks have mostly adopted the Agent model.  Axis Bank also charges a nominal transaction 
amount of  Rs 200 per form.  
SBI the lone PSU Bank to figure in the list of Top 10 for  brokerage payout has adopted an Agent Model. IDBI 
is the other PSU which is focusing on investment business. 
 
Table 2.  The Distribution Model followed by leading Banks for Mutual Funds. (2013) 
 
Name of Entity Type Brokerage Earned in 
INR Lacs (2011-12) 
Model 
Followed 
HSBC  Foreign Private Bank 15398.15 Advisory 
HDFC  Indian Private Bank 13057.83 Agent  
Citibank  Foreign 12901.80 Advisory 
Standard Chartered Foreign 8453.08 Advisory 
Axis Bank Indian Private Bank 5924.63 Agent 
ICICI  Indian Private Bank 5461.18 Agent 
Kotak Indian Private Bank 5033.07 Advisory  
Deutche Foreign 3460.98 Advisory 
Royal Bank Foreign 3109.63 Advisory 
SBI PSU 3076.41 Agent 
Source : Brokerage details from Amfi website  and  Model Researcher  compilation. 
 
Competitive environment has ensured that Banks maintain a strong connect and firm grip on their existing client 
base.    Investment services are viewed as a way to extend the relationship linkages and entrench oneself into client 
wallet share.  Other distributors  on their part have to go out and seek their  customer.   Advisor community has 
increasingly seen a   number of ex-bankers who have moved out of the structured bank environment to build and run 
an individual investment client book.    A separate study can be undertaken on the number of Bankers who have 
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setup their Advisory / Investment Practice. These advisors attempt to build on the bank book, which they have 
managed through their previous employment.   
4. Response of IFA  segment to the regulations 
Data findings from National IFA survey  (2011)  : A Cafemutual study of the Independent Financial Advisor 
(August – September 2011) segment on the regulatory impact of the entry load removal has made some startling 
disclosures.   The survey covered 1505 IFA across 30 cities using Quantitative research.  The survey finds that over 
70% of the IFA segment saw a decrease in the income post the removal of entry load and found the going tough.  
Only 25% of the IFAs said that most or some of their clients were willing to pay a fee for the services. While the 
IFA segment was trying hard to stay afloat in lieu of the falling incomes, the study also revealed the need for support 
to this segment in rolling out a client centric model where IFA can confidently charge investors.    The survey also 
laid bare the vulnerability of the IFA segment in adapting quickly to the rapid regulatory changes and heightened 
competition. The survey envisaged that in spite of falling markets last year, the IFA segment continued to invest in 
equity schemes through the Systematic Investment Plan (SIP) route and lauded them for helping build a scalable 
model.  
The two key areas that emerged for the survival and growth  of this segment were the need to look beyond the 
referral and repurchase model  by undertaking business  development  activities and secondly giving debt funds 
equal if not more allocation in the client portfolios. 
Data findings from Regional IFA survey (2013) : Over 33 Pune city based IFA’s were contacted and of these 30 
gave a complete form filled along with qualitative inputs which are  separately discussed.    The questionnaire  used 
the Likert scale for certain parameters  and  comprised of  questions  covering the following:   
x Details of Business (No of Years, Employs, No of Families whose relationship was managed) 
x Key Parameter for managing Client Relationship 
x Adoption of Business Model (Agent / Advisory) 
x Products invested through IFA in the last 3 months 
x Impact on their Revenue 
x Move to other products 
x Ability to convince clients to pay fees 
x Client’s awareness of fees 
x Intermediary’s qualitative feedback related to regulation and personal competency. 
The Fisher test on the data yielded correlation between Size of Client portfolio and the Fee charged.  This clearly 
shows that investor willingness to pay / accept advisory models is determined by its portfolio size.  Regionally 52% 
claimed that their revenues were down post entry load ban as against nationally 70%.   Since there is time difference 
of over 1 year in the two surveys, we can consider that Entry load removal has finally been accepted by all 
stakeholders as a reality and that rollback not possible hence .    Since the Direct Plan was now given impetus by 
Sebi, the questionnaire yielded 75% IFA’s as neutral to the Direct Plan impact.    30% IFA’s worked on a multi 
product platform but Mutual Funds continue to constitute the main source of income.  Only 20% IFA’s had 
expanded their product suite to include other products.   
Qualitative findings from the interviews : 
x Reduction in competition as number of IFA’s shrunk due to KYD and other norms 
x 50% IFA’s perceived Investor Awareness as the Key challenge to sell the product.   
x Over 30% IFA’s conveyed explicit coaching needs on behavioural and technical skills.   This can be clearly 
viewed as a skill gap by the regulator and AMC.   
x Regulator was perceived as more skewed towards the investor protection than status of the IFA. 
x The regulator’s interventionist approach was heavily criticized and mutual funds considered as the most 
heavily regulated business.   
x Online portfolio support  sought by age group 21-35. 
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5. Analysing IFA business model progression 
The IFA model has progressed from a single operating person entity to a franchised professional setup.  Here we 
discuss the various operating models in the IFA segment and based on the inputs from the research a preliminary 
IFA model is proposed. In this paper, we have used the IFA classification as per Shah et al (2010) referring large 
IFA AUM > 100 lac, medium IFA AUM >10lac < 100 lac, small IFA AUM < 10 lac.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                             Figure 2. IFA Business Model Progression in India 
 
Model  1,  here we refer  primarily  to IFAs typically in the small IFA category (AUM < 10  Lac)  which as per 
the Shah et al (2010)  report constitute a mere 1% of the  total AUM.   This category of IFAs tells clients of the 
benefits of MF returns and markets the scheme to the investor.  
Model 2 refers to additional record keeping services undertaken by IFA which would include collection/ delivery 
of account statements/dividend cheques.    
The above two  IFA operating  models   have  seen the maximum movement in their AUM, primarily  due to a 
lack of   robust client advising platform and  support knowledge.   Shah et al (2010) states that this AUM has moved 
to distributors who bring on a more robust platform including an online presence.  This included national 
distributors, medium IFAs and regional distributors.  
Model 3 refers to active investment selection based on macro environment and client risk return allocation.   
Model 4 refers to adhering to the Financial Planning process which involves basing investments on a mutually 
agreed financial plan.   
Model 5 refers to the relationship management stage where the IFA shares a strong bond with the client and is 
able to manage the account in a holistic manner, going beyond his investment requirements.   
 
6. Building a sustainable IFA model 
 
Based on the findings from IFA interviews and qualitative inputs from experts, a preliminary model for 
sustaining the IFA Business is proposed and outlined in Table 2.2. This simple model considers that    IFA 
capability building in both interpersonal skills as well product and market knowledge as a cornerstone to sustain this 
franchise.   Secondly, it emphasises building a larger retail book through individual clientele.   Product knowledge 
seamlessly enhances the ease of selling a larger basket of products.  Thirdly, is using technology to drive 
contractibility and impact. A number of  IFA websites now allow client’s any time portfolio view  and a stable 
transaction platform.    This hugely helps reduce pressures on the individual IFA considering limited resources in the 
franchise. Fourthly, is focusing on Mutual Fund as a primary asset class. Lastly, the key remains developing 
Relationship Management skills. This will enable the IFA to build a long term working relationship based on Trust 
and comfort.  Trust has been rated as the foremost parameter is managing Client Relationships.    
 
1. Physical 
Facilitation 
of 
Investment   
2. Additional Record 
keeping including 
Statements of Accounts 
3. Active 
Investment 
Selection 
4. Financial  
Planning 
5. Understanding & managing the 
client’s equation with money  
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Table 3  A model  for building a sustainable IFA Business  
 
 Current Small IFA  
IFA Role Passive Form Pusher Trained to create a value 
proposition 
Type of Enterprise Single person operation May continue to be single person 
operation, but with more online 
support through investment in an 
updated system. 
External Environment High decibel advertising cover 
from AMCs 
AMCs on a tight budget, 
restricted expenses & competitive 
business environment.   
Client Profile HNI  & large ticket focused Retail  clientele with consistent 
flows. 
Business Book Family, friends and referral circle Strong Referral Model to build a 
wider client base comprising of 
Individual->Families-
>Communities->Trusts etc. 
Product Suite Equity mf Equity, debt & hybrid mf focused 
SIP to give annuity income. 
Enhanced focus on Mutual fund 
sales.   
Infrastructure Systems for MIS and Book 
Keeping.  
Website Hosting Client 
Portfolio’s accessible 24*7,  
Mobile access to portfolios.   
Training Needs Coaching on products (ongoing) behavioural skills, excel and ethics, 
taxation.  
Source: Authors 
 
7.  Conclusion 
 
The Mutual Fund Distribution industry in India is undergoing tremendous shakeout.   The Regulator Sebi has 
strongly conveyed its stance namely that of a speedy implementation of a platform, which is more investor centric 
and more or less demands the distributor to ascertain his core skill areas and survive against the tide.  This can be 
seen from the number of regulations / rulings issued with regards to Mutual Fund Sales and Distribution from 2009.   
 Entry load removal has become a reality and the way out for the IFA is either chooses the Advisor   or the Agent 
model.  Clearly his revenue stream is demarcated.    Paper captures the response of the Bank segment and the IFA 
responses.   Only 25% of the IFA’s have conveyed that they are able to charge clients for advice and opt for the 
Advisory Structure.    
Hence for the IFA to survive in this competitive environment  s/he will have to clearly redefine the product and 
pricing suite for  Mutual Fund sales, improvise on his knowledge levels, enhancing his &  firms  technology 
orientation,  work out aggressive client acquisition and retention strategy.    
Relationship management primarily the Trust Factor as the research yields will  play a pivotal  role in the long 
haul.  Only then will the IFA  be able to swim against the tide,  negotiating the whirlpools  and reach the safety of 
the shore. His safety net  is long gone.    
The  move to an advisory model in distribution is a move from a “transaction “ to a “ fee based model”  and is a 
long term game.  As per the Sebi Advisor Guideline (2013) both advisor  competency (through mandatory 
certifications ) and his ethics through clear compliance with the  Code of Conduct  will going ahead  be the  two 
main aspects that the Regulator will track the IFA on. 
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Future research could involve analyses of other variables, including degree of knowledge of investors  in terms 
of awareness of Commissions being paid to Financial Service Provider while adopting a fee based advisory Service 
from a Provider (Estelami, 2005). 
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